P G Products Limited
FLAMEGUARD Mk 3 SOLAS
Instructions for Use and Maintenance
1.0

2.0

General
Flameguard Mk 3 SOLAS comprises the following items
Helmet assembly with visor and neck curtain
Jacket
Trousers
Mittens
Wellington Boots
Donning Trousers
2.1
2.2
2.3
2.4

Ensure bracers adjustment is fully extended and fold bracers down either side of the trousers exposing
waist fully.
Remove footwear and place feet into trouser legs.
Pull waistband up to waist.
Insert arms into bracers, placing straps over each shoulder without twists. Pull down adjuster straps until
comfortable.

3.0

Donning Boots
3.1
Pull trouser legs up to knees.
3.2
Don boots.
3.3
Pull legs down over boots to ankle level.

4.0

Donning Jacket
4.1
Open Velcro at front of jacket opening.
4.2
Place arms in sleeves.
4.3
Close flap over ensuring Velcro lines up. Ensure jacket overlaps outside and over the trousers without
any rucks.
4.4
Close collar using Velcro provided ensuring that it stands up and is not folded down into jacket.
4.5
Pull elasticated cuffs down to wrists.

5.0

Donning Helmet
5.1
Ensure neck curtain is not folded into helmet and don helmet. Adjust helmet to fit.
5.2
Place chinstrap under chin and adjust for comfort and fit.
5.3
Visor assembly can be raised and lowered.

Note: Visor must always be in lowered position when fire fighting.
6.0

Donning Gloves
6.1
Pull on mittens ensuring sleeve is tucked inside glove..

Cleaning
Flameguard Mk 3 is constructed from aluminised fabric, which cannot be machine laundered in the normal way.
The outer surface has a wipe clean film surface and cleaning must be limited to the following,
Remove soiling by sponging down with warm water. For severe soiling a mild detergent may be used.
Maximum drying temperature 500C.
DO NOT DRY CLEAN
DO NOT MACHINE WASH
DO NOT TUMBLE DRY
DO NOT BLEACH
Storage
Store in a cool, dry, well ventilated area away from sunlight. If used with salt water, ensure that salt water is washed off
with fresh water and dried before storage otherwise damage may occur to the aluminium surface.

